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Covid-19 has brought unprecedented and unthinkable transformations that have drawn uncertainty 
across the world, in particular regarding the strategies that could most effectively help the global 
population undertake substantial behavioural changes. To reflect and generate a response to the 
societal flaws in safety procedures the pandemic has exposed politics, communications, logistics, and 
global economies, the Royal College of Art School of Design launched a Grand Challenge on Design 
for Safety which enquired the design capacity to draw behavioural propositions that leverage 
diversity, creativity and, generally, attitudes for addressing societal challenges proactively. This was 
explored by engaging a community of multidisciplinary and multicultural postgraduate designers, 
working remotely away from the studios, to think beyond solutions and imagine unthinkable ways to 
innovate. This diverse community of designers and thinkers became an asset for developing design 
strategies that, mirroring the initial hypothesis, generate knowledge for design to learn from the 
dramatic changes the world has experienced through the pandemic to inform more sustainable and 
equitable futures. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Figure 1. Grand Challenge of Design for Safety outline. Inspired by Laura Spinney's book “Pale Rider. The Spanish Flu of 1918 
and How it Changed the World” the research engaged a community of 388 postgraduate designers of different disciplines 
and cultures in thinking of design solutions beyond the pandemic. This community working remotely across the globe was 
an asset for the research for the experimentation of different models of research and training developed upon the exchange 
of knowledge between experts and young designers to tackle complex societal issues. The diagram introduces a colour code 
system which helps the navigation of the different methods and tools implemented across the research (see more in section 
3.0). 
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2.0 Grand Challenge 

2.1 Grand Challenge Brief 

 

Figure 2. Grand Challenge Briefing. To reach the objective of developing a new model for design able to address, and 
include, the complexity of social challenges, the Grand Challenge (GC) engaged with seven themes - Care, Health, Design 
Future, Design for Truth, Design for Leadership, Design for Resilience and Next Generation of Interactions. The research 
project builds from previous work conducted by the authors, which explored what role design can play in mitigating risks for 
improving safety. 
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2.2 Student Locations 

 

Figure 3. Student Locations and Programme Distribution. This infographic depicts the students' distribution. The Grand 
Challenge had students participating from 7 different programmes, located in 21 countries and collaborating across 13 
different time zones. It is estimated that over the four-week period, teams devoted 64,000 hours to the grand challenge. 

2.3 Student Location Diversity 

 

Figure 4. Student Location Diversity. To ensure sustainable and collaborative teamwork, groups were composed of 
designers within similar time zones. The diagram is a representation of the distribution of student groups across different 
locations. Unfortunately, this data did not allow us to fully comprehend the influence of diversity on students' design 
approaches due to students being located in countries other than their national countries.  
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2.4 Grand Challenge Timeline 

 

Figure 5. Grand Challenge Timeline. The project was developed over a period of three months. In the first phase, we 
launched a series of panel discussions through which the students could discuss with global experts across sectors about the 
challenges related to the seven themes. During this phase, a group of students from the MRes in Design developed a 
literature review that helped identify key issues per theme. In the second phase, the groups had to translate any concept 
and insight into design proposals; and in the last phase, the research team analysed the data.  
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3.0 Methodology 

 

Figure 6. Methodology. The research's motivation started from recognising the need to reframe the way designers have 
operated during the covid-19 pandemic, from reactive to proactive. To respond to this, we undertook research primarily 
driven by action and participant observation to explore an unconventional grounded approach where we were able to start 
codifying clusters of insights from qualitative (double diamond process group analysis) and quantitative (design projects, 
teaching insights, expert panel sessions and a panel where researcher theme leaders discussed their combined conclusion) 
mixed methods insights.  
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3.1 Designing the Website 

 

Figure 7. Grand Challenge Website Architecture. As the GC took place during the 2020 pandemic, where students were 
working remotely around the world, regular communication and engagement would be key to the success of the research. 
As such, a website, designed through Wix, was developed as the central operating system of the GC where information was 
shared, feedback was displayed, and tutorials were booked.  
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3.2 Assessment Process 

 

Figure 8. Assessment and Data Visualisation Process. The 77 groups were assessed weekly by 12 multidisciplinary tutors 
across four weeks through a google form. The feedback was then displayed on the Grand Challenge website in real-time. 
The visual assessment was developed in response to the different geographical locations team members were in the world, 
which has helped generate an organic process of learning leveraging the fact that some of the groups never met in person 
during the time of the research. 

3.2.1 Variables Assessment 

 

Figure 9. Variables Assessment Tool. Using a radar chart as a visualisation tool - a range of variables, including 
communication, intellectual engagement, technical skills, creativity, professionalism and ethics, were used to assess the 
progress of the research as a collaborative group effort. This was executed using Flourish, a data visualisation and 
storytelling software (Flourish, n.d.).  
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3.2.2 Double Diamond Assessment 

 

Figure 10. Grand Challenge Double Diamond. The double diamond (DD) was launched in 2004 by the Design Council in the 
United Kingdom as a visual framework of the design process (Morris & Cruickshank, 2013, September). Here, the Grand 
Challenge used the DD framework as a visual assessment tool to help guide and direct the students through the divergent 
and convergent design process. In order to develop the DD "effect" the calculations above were developed. These were then 
used and applied to an area chart (streamgraph) chart type equally using Flourish (Flourish, n.d.). 

3.2.3 Example of Groups Design Process and Assessment 

 

Figure 11. Expansion of G50 Weekly Performance.  As illustrated in the diagram above, one of the teams, named Inaya, 
used various design methods and tools to systematically develop their project focus in relation to the DD diverging and 
converging stages. For example, using research and ideation to diverge and primary research and product development to 
converge.  
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3.3 Quadruple Diamond Action Research 

 

Figure 12. Quadruple Diamond Action Research.  The GC was a continuous unfolding of action research which took the form 
of a Quadruple Diamond (QD). The extension of the double diamond (DD) has previously been developed into a triple 
diamond in order to include the commercial process (Chen, 2020). Centred in the middle of the QD is the unfolding of the 
GC, where in fact, multiple DDs took place - as seen in section 4.2. The DD process is then complemented with a diamond on 
either end which supported the development of the research and the collated outputs. The diagram is a demonstration of 
how the various interactions between designers, global experts, academics and more played a key role to the development 
of the GC.  
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4.0 Discussion 

 

Figure 13. Discussion. Through the unconventional grounded approach, mixed methods insights were generated through a 
combination of design output, generated during the GC, and inputs, generated through the feedback on the experience of 
interacting with the GC framework, which were provided by the designers. More specifically, the MRes Design cohort 
developed a further input of analysing the final design projects and process while questioning where design resilience may 
be emerging. 
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4.1 Website Feedback 

 

Figure 14. Website feedback. Following the end of the GC we were able to draw out the website usage through Wix's 
analytic tools. As we can see 'feedback', 'timetable' and the home page were understandably the most popular pages due 
to real-time communication. Equally, designers offered their feedback regarding how the website facilitated their journey. 
For them, the website was a helpful and effective tool that helped develop the projects. However, they felt that the website 
didn't build the "studio" community and thus more real-time features should be introduced where students could share 
their progress, updates and engage with one and other.  
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4.2 Assessment Results 

4.2.1 Double Diamond Results 

 

Figure 15. Double Diamond (DD) Final Results. At the end of each week, designers would be able to find their feedback on 
the website and see their design process' evolution in real-time. Having all the DDs displayed side by side also allowed both 
the researchers but also designers cross-compare their development to other groups. As we can see from the highlighted 
DD, GC groups that best addressed the given themes displayed a consistent high performance in diverging and converging. 
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4.2.1 Variable Results 

 

Figure 16. Variables Weekly Results. The feedback was visualised, likewise through Flourish, in the form of a radar chart 
where each translucent layer represents a different week. By mirroring this diagram with the DD results we can visually see 
how those achieving highest across the six variables would perform the best in the DD process.  
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4.3 Assessment Feedback 

4.3.1 Double Diamond Feedback: How much did the double diamond help you process in your 
project? 

 

Figure 17. Double Diamond Feedback. Following the end of the GC designers offered their feedback regarding the use of the 
DD. Overall, designers believed that the DD offered their group an effective guiding framework throughout the duration of 
the project. Of course, due to the ambiguity of the DD, its interpretation was equally different for both tutors and designers 
and therefore was challenging in understanding the quantifiable desired direction.  
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4.3.2 Variables Feedback: How much did the weekly assessment help your project assessment? 

 

Figure 18. Variables Feedback. In the feedback form, designers were asked to rank the relevance of variables used to assess 
them. Overall, communication, professionalism were considered the most relevant variable. With surprisingly, 'ethics' being 
considered as the least relevant form of assessment. This could be considered as a reflection of the ambiguous framing of 
ethics in figure 3.2.1, and better framing of this must be considered. Finally, the students found that although the 
quantitative visual assessments were helpful, they found the lack of qualitative feedback challenging to justify their mark. 
Further development could consider how to simultaneously visualise both quantitative and qualitative assessments.  
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4.4. Towards Designing Resilience 

 

Figure 19. Key Findings. Following the completion of the Grand Challenge, an analysis was developed to understand what 
different design approaches emerged from the projects. This included methods, creative strategies, technologies, mediums, 
outcomes, definitions of design resilience, theme selection or theme groupings. The diagram illustrates an initial overview of 
the research questions, gaps in methods and skills, and keywords that emerged from the analysis. The diagram suggests 
questions towards designing resilience where we systematically unpick the design process to understand what design 
methods/tools/approaches should remain, which should be removed and where others should emerge. Starting by looking 
within - at the designer’s mindset. This diagram helped the research outline any key learning able to direct more focussed 
recommendations for designing resilience. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

 

Figure 20. Mapping the research. The research started with a hypothesis looking for a new model for design. This informed 
the approach to the panel discussions between global experts and postgraduate designers, the literature review and the 
products and services that 388 interdisciplinary and multicultural groups generated to respond to the challenges related to 
the themes. Starting with a hypothesis driven approach allowed the research to undertake an explorative and experimental 
process which helped harness the knowledge of the interdisciplinary groups working remotely from different regions in the 
world. This approach, which took shape through the interactions between academic, technical staff, postgraduate 
designers and global experts, created a method that tackles societal issues through diversity and creativity. 
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